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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
For many years the author was involved in instrumental
music education in the public schools of New Jersey.

Having

obtained the basic, all inclusive Music Teaching Certificate
through a state teachers' college, he entered the world of
public school teaching where his practical education began.
This education came through such varied avenues as discovery,
self-evaluation, development of programs and experimentation.
In addition to the methods mentioned above, he studied the
performances of several of the better high school band programs in northern New Jersey.
A comparison of these "successful" programs with his
own revealed several important facts.

First, eac~ of the

"successful" organizations had large numbers of students
involved who were grouped by performance level into several
bands of equal size.

Second, each organization had specific

written objectives stated in terms of expected behaviors to
be achieved by the end of a given period of time.

Third,

each band program required its.students to participate in
at least one performing group and, on a weekly basis, either
a group or private instrumental music lesson during school
time.
1

2

Much of the music studied in rehearsals in all groups
was to be performed in scheduled public concerts.

The em-

phasis, however, was on development of musical understanding
and independence with performance being a normal outcome of
the overall edupational scheme.

Of particular interest is

that the music rehearsed by each group demonstrated a variety
of styles and historical periods.
of ~hese groups was excellent.

The overall musicianship

Even the bands with less

technical expertise played with expressiveness, good tone
and rhythmic precision.

In short, they played musically.

As the author compared his own program with that of
the more established organizations, he discovered that he
was moving in much the same direction as they.

He effectively

used many of the same instructional techniques, the same high
quality music, and had the same basic type of student with
which to work.

However, his program was not achieving the

same degree of success.

The major difference among the more

successful programs and his own could be measured in terms
of structure, organization, and definitive purpose.

This

paper, therefore, is an attempt to set up a curriculum for
high school band which will be highly structured and well
organized, and will have clarity of purpose.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF SELECTED LITERATURE
That there is a need for well designed curricula in
music education has been expressed by many music educators
and,philosophers.

Robert Sidnell, in his book Building

Instructional Programs In Music Education, says that "in
general, instructional programs in music suffer from three
basic shortcomings:

1. vagueness of purpose, 2. misplaced

emphasis, and 3. lack of sequence. 111

Many high school

music programs are vague as to their purpose.
a new discovery.

This is not

In 1958, Robert E. Nye cited the following

example:
The teacher asked a number of his
friends in the community what they thought
was the, purpose,of the high school music
program'. Most of them said it was to let
the boys and girls sing and play. They said
they enjoyed hearing the band at athletic
events and at Dollar Day parades, the chorus
at community Christmas and Easter programs,
and the orchestra at·commencement as well as
at other times. Several said it was to give
the children something to do to "keep them
off the streets." Too few mentioned aesthetic and spiritual values. 2

1 Robert Sidnell, Building Instructional Programs In
Music Education, (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1973),
p. 12.
2 Robert E. Nye, "Some Thoughts and Theories About
Secondary School Music, 11 Music Educators Journal, Nov/Dec, 1958,
p. 26 ... _
3
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The aims of a music program are obscured when music education
pretends to serve non-musical goals such as promoting-selfdiscipline, inducing sound mental health and developing social
responsibility.

Further, aesthetic sensitivity ceases to be

the main objective, if it is even considered as an objective,
when these non-musical goals are sought.
What should be the -purpose of music education?

Bennett

Reimer, contemporary music philosopher, states that "if music
education in the present era could be characterized by a
single, overriding purpose, one would have to say that this
field is trying to become 'aesthetic education•. 11 3
The high school band program fits this perspective
by stressing comprehensive musicianship.

Learning about

music by attending to its common elements through listening,
analyzing, performing, composing, orchestrating and evaluating can be considered developing comprehensive musicianship.
In order to teach musicianship the director must continually
emphasize and explain relationships of the basic elements to
form and style.

The initial step, however, is to develop a

band curriculum stressing the importance of music education
as aesthetic education.

Musical performance is an excellent

mode for achieving aesthetic awareness~

Reimer says that:

When a performance program succeeds
in being an aesthetic education program; that
is, when good music of appropriate complexity

3 Bennett Reimer, A Philosophy of Music Education,
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970), p. 2.
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is used, when musical experience is the
major focus of effort, when the clarification of musical content is a natural
and necessary part of the learning process,
when musical mastery and musical understanding are both being pursued and are
so balanced that each strengthens the
other, performance can finally be considered to have fulfilled the conditions
of excellent education.4
High school music programs, especially performance programs, continue to give undue emphasis to inappropriate areas.
Current high school music curricula consist almost exclusively
of performing organizations.

The students involved in these

organizations are spending an average of five hours per week
in rehearsals.

Often these rehearsals result in an impres-

sive level of performance.

However, so much time is spent

on bringing the music to this high plateau that little remains for developing other important aspects of musicianship,
such as listening, understanding, creating and feeling.

It

is evident that achieving a high level of musical performance
by itself is no guarantee that students will receive a comprehensive music education.
Over twenty years ag9 Nye described music programs
which exploited the talents of their students.
programs had:
led to a widespread belief on the part of
the public that music in the high school
was limited largely to preparation for
public relations type performances and

4Ibid., p. 11.

These
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that it included little concerning the
larger world of music. They were geared
to those students who possessed above
average musical ability, because those
of little ability were of no help in producing programs for the public. Techniques
of instruction were limited largely to drill
and rote procedures designed to hurry boys
and girls into acceptable skills for public
performances.5
Unfortunately, many of these exploitations are still in evidence today in some performance-oriented programs.
Many music educators note the importance of a sequential
approach to the teaching/learning process.

This means that

the director must have in mind a sequence of experiences
which will lead naturally to the desired outcome.

The

Gestalt approach, for example, involves a three-phase pattern-.
that of synthesis, analysis, and synthesis.

The first phase

provides an opportunity for students to perceive and react
to the total expressive effect of a composition being studied.
The natural sequence is then to analyze by delving into the
make-up of the piece.

Significant details present themselves

readily under the guidance of the experienced director.

The

final phase permits a reas~embly of the parts into a more
significant concept and deeper understanding of the entire
piece.

Not only must a director provide for a systematic

cultivation of musical understandings on a day-to-day basis,
but he must also consider the application of sequence throughout his entire program.

By carefully planning a series of

5 RobertE. Nye, "Some Thoughts and Theories About
Secondary !:ichool Music," Music Educators Journal, Nov/Dec, 1958,
p. 28.
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important musical events he can assure that his students
will become musically educated individuals.

The high

school band/performance program provides an excellent
vehicle for achieving these truly musical ends.

As

Reimer aptly p~t it:
The laboratory-like atmosphere of a
performing group, in which the living
stuff of music is right there to be
handled, to be examined, to be manipulated, to be shared, is so educationally
rich that it can be considered the best
example of what meaningful education can
be. There is no separation, in a performing group, of material being learned from
the subject itself. The intimate contact
with expressive sound provided by performance is the most valuable feature of this
activity, offering unlimited potential for
the development of genuine musical understanding ••• To fulfill this potential the
teacher must help his students, primarily
through the actual making of sounds, to
perceive and react to the expressiveness
of the tonal events being brought to life.
All the subtle shadings of perception which
are fostered by musical analysis (exploration)
-- showin~manipulating, comparing, contrasting, observing, clarifying, etc. -are immediately available to the teacher
and his students in a performing group.
Here is where the conductor becomes a
"conductor-educator", as he skillfully
reveals the living qualities of music to
those who are giving· recreative birth to
it. By a sensitive balance of technique
and understanding, where each reinforces
the other, the teacher can mold the perfect
product -- an expressive performance of
deeply perceived and felt music. The more
fully the performers grasp the musical
content of a piece they are producing -its melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, etc.
-- the more fully can they share its musical
meaning and the more musically they can
make it sound.6

\

6 Bennett Reimer, A Philosophy of Music Education,
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,1970), p. 136.
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It is evident that music education as aesthetic education
has a powerful ally in the performance program.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

At the outset it must be indicated that the concert
•
•
b and will
serve as the maJor
group for the structuring of
I

this three-year program.

Marching band, jazz ensemble, and

the small ensembles provide important functions for interested
individuals but are considered here as offshoots of the
central laboratory experience, the concert band.

There

has been much written about the need for clear concise programs for the high school band, but few authors seem able
to express their projects in practical, workable terms.

An

attempt will be made here to structure a program that is
easy to understand, practical in nature, and applicable to
a given situation.

This program should not be considered

as a panacea for all the ills that exist in high school
band programs today.

However, it should serve as a model

of one pragmatic approach to teaching musicianship within
a high school band program.
The three-year program shall be divided into grade
levels: sophomore, junior, and senior.

While it is expected

that the same literature and content of each subject area
will be taught to the group as a whole, the behavioral
objectives for each grade will be appropriate to the musical
maturation level of each gEade.

It should be recognized
9

10
that in all situations there are those students whose
skills, understandings, and appreciations may be higher
or lower than the expected norm for a particular grade.
Individual differences are taken into consideration by
allowing the slow student to remain at a lower grade level
until he or she exhibits the minimum behavioral expectations
of the grade and by permitting the more advanced student
to 11-test out" of the present grade into the next higher
level.

The exceptional student who "tests out" of the

senior grade level is expected to enlist in advanced courses
in which he may have particular interest.

In some in-

stances this may take the form of independent study with
the band director supplying guidelines, assistance, and
evaluation.
Stating behavioral objectives according to grade
permits a cyclic approach to the presentation of materials,
development of concepts and acquisition of skills.

If only

one standard were set for all students in the band, the
new sophomores each year would be quickly lost, and the
juniors and seniors would r·ightly sense that they were
getting exactly the same "stuff" as in previous years.

The

evaluation of both the program and the students' progress
toward the terminal goals should be easier to assess under
this design as well.
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The basic elements to be studied in all music in
this program are:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

horizontal pitch (melody)
vertical pitch (harmony)
rhythm (duration of sound and silence)
timbre (quality of sound)
dynamics (relative loudness and softness)
texture (one voice vs. many voices)
form (underlying structure)
style (performance practice)
interpretation (feelingful performance)

Dur~ng band rehearsals consistent emphasis must be placed
on explaining and demonstrating the relationship of the
primary elements, one through six above, to the remaining
elements of form, style and interpretation.

All rehearsals

must be planned with instructional and program goals in
mind.

A definite routine should be established consisting

of:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

warm-up and tuning: both the instrument
and the student; approximate time, five
minute.s
technical drill:
scales and arpeggios,
rhythms, exercises for dynamic control,
etc.; approximate time, five minutes
rehearsal of current music with explanation
and demonstration pertaining to concepts
to be learned; approximate time, twentyfive minutes
sight reading and initial introduction
to new music (use holistic approach);
approximate time, fifteen minutes
complete run-through of a previously
learned piece; approximate time, five
minutes

Particular attention must be given to warm-up and tuning as
well as technical drill.
warm-up are important.

Students must know why tuning and
In effect, these activities prepare
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the student and the instrument for a good ensemble experience.

When dealing with a large student ensemble such as

this, a standard of pitch must be set before any meaningful
work can be done on the pitch-related experiences:
quality, intonation, balance, and blend.

tone

Technical drill

must relate directly to the pieces being studied in the
remaining portion of the rehearsal.

Finger technique is

not-the only technical problem that can be approached in
this part of the rehearsal.

Drills can be devised that

will clarify difficult rhythms, articulation, dynamics,
and phrasing, as well as technical problems.
these must come from the music at hand.

However,

Without this

meaningful relationship, drills become just a boring part
of the daily routine and, in effect, set a negative mood
for the remainder of the rehearsal.
"Efficient management saves time and provides op\

portunities to teach musicianship."7

Without good re-

hearsal management very little actual teaching can take
place.

The director must first establish a standard of

discipline that permits the hard work of learning to take
place without stifling the naturally inquisitive and
creative nature of music students.

He does this, in part,

by being well prepared for each rehearsal, by knowing exactly what concepts he intends to develop and how they

7 Joseph A. Labuta, Teaching Musicianship in the
.
High School Band, (Parker Publishing Company, Inc., West
Nyack, N.Y., 1972), p. 14.
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can be best presented.

An outline on the chalkboard in-

dicating the scales and drills to be used for a warm-up
and the music listed in the rehearsal order by composer,
title and section,- if only a portion of a- work is to be
rehearsed, sets a good working formula for the lesson.
To present new music for teaching musicianship in rehearsals, Labuta suggests that the director:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

provide incidental information
distribute printed materials
prepare program notes
assign out-of-class stud
utilize class discussion

9

All of these approaches have merit and can be used singly
or in combination.

Incidental information such as facts

about style and history help the students attend to the
ingredients of a piece of music especially if these facts
review and clarify earlier learning.

Such information

should be given during the normal and appropriate breaks
in the rehearsal rather than in a formalized lecture.
The use of printed material can reinforce topics discussed
in class and serve as a resource for in-depth study.
Printed material such,as student outlines, worksheets and
study guides can include valuable information about musical
structure, style, and concepts to be learned.

One ad-

vantage of this approach is that these materials can be
studied on the student's own time.

8Ibid., p. 19.

The use of program
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notes is not considered here in the typical sense where
many historical, non-musical and somewhat poetic facts
are prepared for the audience.

To be useful in the

1

teaching of musicianship, program.notes should emphasize
structural and.stylistic traits of the music being rehearsed.

They are perhaps even more valuable when

researched and presented for class discussion by the
students themselves.
Most "academic" classes require students to study
and perform research outside of class.

If these activities

are valid for increasing a student's knowledge and understanding of other subjects, they should be appropriate
for music as well.

Daily assignments in music may include

performance studies, listening to specific recordings,
completing theory exercises, reading selected materials,
and research for written reports.
When the director uses lecture, discussion and
demonstration in presenting important concepts, the band
functions as a seminar group.

Here the exchange of ideas

can be most effective in producing a deeper understanding
and comprehension of the concept being illustrated.

This.

is the same basic approach that Leonard Bernstein used in
his famous series of Young People's Concerts.
lowing example illustrates this approach:
unit on the fugue and fugal development,

The fol-

to present a
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

identify the subject and the countersubject
have the students locate entrances of
each in their own parts
have the students play these entrances
and note which other instruments are
playing them at the same time
play a good recording of the entire
piece, instructing the students to
listen for the subject and countersubject, and attend to the various
ways in which they are developed
have the band play the entire piece

This serves as a good introduction to a study of the fugue,
especially if study outlines and examples are provided.
The rehearsal format outlined previously and the
methods just discussed form a solid basis for approaching
the curriculum to follow.

However, they should not be

considered the only methods to be used in this program.
There are many techniques and avenues not covered in this
section which can be useful in making this program successful.

In the interest of further clarifying the basic ap-

proach applicable to this three-year program, there follows
a complete
ship.

unit

plan on developing one element of musician-

It must be noted that this example may seem to touch

on other areas or concepts~ and rightly so, since the elements of music affect each other as they work together.
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Sample Unit Plan
Class:

Concert Band Rehearsals

Unit:

Form and structure in music

Lesson:

Ostinato variation form -- the
passacaglia and the chaconne

Equipment:

Chalkboard, chalk, eraser, Mercury recording SR 90388 Folksong Suites and Other Band
Classics Eastman Wind Ensembl~overhea_d__
proJector, prepared overlays, full score
for "Chaconne" from Gustav Holst's First
Suite in Eb, theme sheets and outlines,
electronictuner
Preparation

Write rehearsal outline on the chalkboard
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Warmup and tuning: Eb Major, C minor scales
Technical drills 1, 2, and 3 (see theme sheet)
Sight reading: Gustav Holst, First Suite in Eb,
movement 1, "Chaconne"
Discussion of form (see theme sheet and
formal resume)
Critical listening: Eastman Wind Ensemble
recording of "Chaconne", Frederick Fennell
Director
Written unit project (see theme sheet)
Lei:,son Content

Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tune to concert Eb with electronic tuner
Play concert Eb scale, four whole notes
on each step, with spacing between in
order to hear reference Eb
Tune on Eb Major triad
Move stepwise down to C, then play C
minor scale, as before, with ~lectronic
tuner on C reference pitch
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Technical drills:

Rhythmic passages derived from the
"Chaconne" are written on the theme
sheet, students must transpose to
concert pitch indicated

Procedure:

1.
2.
3.

Play rhythmic drill Number 1 on concert Eb
Play.rhythmic drill Number 2 on concert C
Play rhythmic drill Number 3 on concert Bb
Introduction to Ostinato Variation Form,
Passacaglia and Chaconne

Procedure:
1.

Define:
a. Ostinato variation form: A form based on a
repeated musical pattern in which melodies
or variations are written over, around, and
against the repeated pattern.
b. Passacaglia: An ostinato variation form
which uses a repeated melody, often found
in the bass, as the ostinato around which
variations are written.
c •. Chaconne: An ostinato variation form
which uses a repeated harmonic progression
around which variations are written.

2.

Make note of the fact that composers often use
the terms chaconne and passacaglia interchangeably. Therefore, Holst':s "Chaconne," which is
based on a repeated melodic pattern, is really
a passacaglia, by definition.

3.

Identify the melodic ostinato by having the
euphonium and basses play the first eight
bars of the piece.

4.

Ask students to locate examples of this melody
in their own parts, if any.

5.

Sight read the entire movement.
Lecture/Discussion of this Variation Form

Procedure:
1.

Use overhead projector to show overlay of
formal resume diagram. Students will have
a reduced copy upon which to make notations.
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2.

Class discusses each statement of the theme
and its fifteen variations according to:
a. general dynamic level
b. articulation style
c. variation style (rhythm, orchestration, tonality, inversion,
phrasing, etc.)
d. key center
e. c.adence

3.

For a given statement of the ostinato ask
students to identify whether their part is
the original theme, a transposition, an
inversion, or an accompaniment.

4.

Play the Eastman Wind Ensemble recording of
the "Chaconne" having the students follow
their own parts. For each statement of the
theme, ask students to attend to:
a. presence of the theme
b. tone quality and fine intonation
of the group
c. style of articulation
d. dynamic control
e. overall musicianship displayed
Conclusion

Procedure:
1.

Play through the piece a second time making
certain that the theme is well balanced with
accompaniment at all times.

2.

Identify sections requiring drill and assign
practice.

3.

Assign study project. Each student will
analyze one condensed score of a passacaglia,
chaconne, or theme and variations. Using
the score and the accompanying recording the
student will locate the first statement of
the theme then copy the theme onto a worksheet. Using the list of thematic variation
techniques he will then identify at least
five variation types in his chosen work,
locating each theme by measure number. For
extra credit he may list any additional
variation technique discovered in his study
piece. To qualify the new technique must not
be previously listed.
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4.

The band will prepare Holst's "Chaconne"
for performance.

It must be noted that this sample lesson will require
several rehearsal periods to complete.

The same basic for-

mat should be followed for each rehearsal although different
drills could be substituted in place of those listed.
Furthermore, not all of the variation techniques would be
discussed in one rehearsal.

20

Sample
Theme Sheet and Lesson Outline
Class:

Concert band rehearsal

Lesson:

Ostinato variation form, the passacaglia
and the chaconne

Study Piece:

"Chaconne" from First Suite· in· Eb by
Gustav Holst
- -

Technical drill:

Rhythms

Drill 1:

3

+

11 n rn rn I rn rn J1l I rn rn J

l

711IB

1

J

Drill 2:

! -,

11nn 71'11J?n1r11!ID1t1

7fl07J'17a □

1t11an1r11an1tu

Drill 3:

r 1 1r1 l" r71 r 1 1 Ju r I t 1 r, 1 1
J' r 'F Y 1 Ir 1 'f t 1 I k1 17 1 I t 7 l 1 11
~

Figure 1:

Rhythm Drills
I
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Def;initions:
a.

b.

c.

Ostinato variation form: A form based on a
repeated musical pattern in which melodies or
variations are written over, around, and
against the repeated pattern
Passacaglia: ·An ostinato variation form
which uses a repeated melody, often found
in the bass, as the ostinato around which
varia'tions are written
Chaconne: An ostinato variation form which
uses a repeated harmonic progression around
which variations are written

Melodic ostinato (theme):

Ostinato invei::tted:

Figure 2:
Compare:

Melodic Themes From ~'Chaconne,"
In Eb, Holst

Melodic contour of theme

With melodic contour of its inversion

Figure 3:

Melodic Contours:

A Comparison

Suite
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List of variation techniques:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Change of instrumentation (orchestration)
Change of phrasing
Change of articulation {legato, staccato,
marcato, etc.)
Change of accompaniment
Change of harmony
Change of texture {one voice vs. many voices)
Counterpoint (two or more strong melodies
played at the same time)
Change of rhythm
Rhytluuic addition (adding extra notes}
Rhythmic subtraction (taking some notes away)
Augmentation {larger note values)
Diminution (smaller note values)
Change of meter or of metric "feel"
Change of dynamics
Change of tempo (including gradual changes)
Thematic inversion (theme played upside-down)
Retrograde (theme played backwards)
Retrograde inversion (theme played backwards
and upside-down)
Change of key
Change of mode (major to minor, for example)
Change of pitch level (transposition)
Change of style (pesante, maestoso, etc.)
Interval expansion (larger intervals)
Interval contraction (smaller intervals)
Fragmentation (parts of the theme played)
Sequence (parts of the theme played at
successively higher or lower pitch levels)
Repetition (of fragments or the entire theme)
Outlining of theme {see statement number 6)
Use of suspensions
Use of ornamentation (trills, turns, etc.)

There are additional variation techniques which you
may discover while doing your unit project.
Unit Project:

Analyze one condensed score of a passacaglia,
chaconne, or theme and variations.

Step 1.

Follow the score while listening to the
accompanying recording several times

Step 2.

Locate the first statement of the theme in
the score then copy onto the worksheet provided.
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Step 3.

Identify the type of theme or ostinato
(melodic, harmonic)

Step 4.

List the number of variations

Step 5.

Using the list of variation techniques
for reference, identify at least five
different types of thematic variation
in the piece you have chosen. Be certain to use measure numbers to pinpoint
the variations you are identifying.

Step 6.

For extra credit, find, identify, and
list any new variation technique you
may have discovered in the piece you
are studying. To qualify this new
technique must not be one of those
already listed.

Study scores and accompanying recordings are available in the listening room of the Resource Center
during all study and lunch periods as well as after
school.
The assignment is due on the first day of the next
unit.

Table 1.

.

;

FORMAL RESUME: "CHACONNE" FROM FIRST SUITE IN Eb BY GUSTAV HOLST
DYNAMIC
CURVE

DYNAMIC
MARKINGS
THEME
PLAYED BY

pp

p

Euphonium

Bass

VARIATION
PLAYED BY

Low woodwind

Trombone

Brass
(suspension)

crescendo f

crescendo mf

Woodwind
(counterpoint)

---------~

CADENCE
TYPE

Low woodwind
Low brass

Woodwind

Woodwind
Brass
Percussion

Woodwind

Ha 1f Cadence

<

rn

>

Brass

3rd

clarinet

(pesante) •

Solo horn

( fffl )

Low woodwind
Low brass

Woodwind
(suspension &
counterpoint)

Half Cadence

Half Cadence
Imperfect
Authentic Cadence

Tutti brass
(outlining)

-

<ITJ1>

Eb

Half cadence

THEME STATEMENT

Low sax

Low sax
Euphonium
Bass

<an>

TONAL STRUCTURE

diminuendo p

crescendo ff

1

Ha 1f Cadence
2

Half Cadence
3

Half Cadence
4

7

6

5

8

DYNAMIC
CURVE

DYNAMIC
MARKINGS
THEME
PLAYED BY

Solo alto sax

VARIATION
Woodwind
PLAYED BY .

(l1.i'
)
\J

TONAL STRUCTURE

Trombone

Clarinet
Al to sax
Horn
(inverte

Baritone sax
Cornet
Euphonium

Woodwind
(counterpoint)

Bassoon
Bass
Percussion
,}}
(duple metric •feel"
(with interval
expansion)

Cm

ff

Woodwind
Cornet
(extended)

Low brass
(maestoso)
ritardando al
fine

Trombone
(extended)

All remaining
instruments
(maestoso)
ritardando al
fine

All remaining
instruments
(sustained)

--

Various woodwind woodwind
and brass
(sustained)

<rm>

Eb

Half Cadence

Dominant Pedal

CADENCE
TYPE

Ha 1f Cadence
Perfect
Authentic cadence
10
THEME STATEMENT
~

1st cornet
Euphonium

crescendo
poco a poco

11

12

13

14

15

Thematic
Resolution·

Tonic Pedal
16

"'
,i:,.

CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVES
Terminal Goals
When writing any instructional program, it is
necessary to begin by determining terminal goals~

Termi-

nal goals are those general statements which describe learner
capabilities upon completion of a school music program.
Sidnell suggests that:
Terminal goals in music education should be
based on:
1. The total educationai goals of the
community and the view local society
holds regarding the value of music in
education.
2. The needs of the students for aesthetic
expression.
3. The structure of knowledge derivable
from music for decision making about
music.9
Each of these bases requires a great deal of research on
the part of the music specialist.
..

He must know thoroughly

the community which he serves and be able to determine
what information is valuable in developing his program.
By reviewing the background of his students, their musical
interests and activities, he can determine their needs for
aesthetic expression and locate a point at which to begin

9 Robert Sidnell, Building Instructional Programs
In Music Education, (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

197 3)

, p~
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their further musical education.

His knowledge of music

must be vast in order to formulate those experiences which
will help his students achieve the determined goals.
This investigative process must also include the field
of music education itself.

A truly profes~ional teacher

knows that he should be well versed in current trends and
innovations pertinent to his area of education.

Extensive

reading of periodicals, professional journals, and government publications coupled with attendance at professional
,meetings and workshops supply this important input to his
thinking.

He should also be cognizant of the current educa-

tional philosophies including the aesthetic views of the
referentialist, the absolutist, and the expressionist.
With this wealth of information and a strong personal
educational philosophy he can construct satisfactory
goals for his program of music education.
Since the three-year program being developed in
this paper is not designed with one particular community
or group of students in mind, the goals and objectives
listed are based mainly on the author's personal experience and his research into bhe philosophies mentioned above.
The terminal goals upon which this program is based fall
into three categories which educational psychologists
label:

affective, cognitive, and psychomotor.
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Affective Terminal Goals
Affective goals are generally considered nonobservable goals which identify feelings, emotions, and
attitudes about music.

However, confirmation of the ex-

istence of such· feelings, emotions, and attitudes can be
obtained in part by verbal description_on the part of
the student and actions observed by the director.·

The

graduate of the high school band program:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

is receptive to many kinds of musical
experiences.
values music as an important facet of
his life.
desires and seeks active involvement
in musical activities, both at home
and in the community.
selects and uses music of quality
for intellectual and emotional enjoyment, rather than- as background
for non-musical activity.
possesses a discerning taste for
musical performance, both live and
recorded.
Cognitive Terminal Goals

Cognitive goals are concerned with mental application
of concepts and perceptions obtained from the study of music.
The graduate of the high s_choo·1 band program:
1.

2.

3.

listens carefully to music and is
able to perceive, catalogue, and
react to pitch, rhythm, pulse,
timbre, dyRamics, texture, form,
and style.
understands important musical
concepts and verbalizes these
concepts through appropriate use
of musical symbols and terms.
possesses a working knowledge of
important historical, traditional,
and cultural style including their
musical characteristics and performance··practice •.
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Psychomotor Terminal Goals
Psychomotor goals are those goals describing performance skills developed by students as a result of their
classroom activity and practice outside of class.

The

graduate of the high school band program:
1.

2.

3.

demonstrates performance skills
appropriate to his ability, reflecting cognitive and affective
awareness of music.
plays a musical instrument exhibiting
a concept of tone and style that is
traditionally appropriate to that instrument.
_
displays knowledge of musical information through skilled performance.
Topics for Study

Having stated the terminal goals for the program it
is now important to consider the specific topics relating
to the nine musical elements listed earlier.

For several

elements there will be an overlapping of topics.

Where

this overlapping occurs, each topic shall be considered
only as it affects the particular element being studied.
Element to be studied

Related topics

Horizontal pitch (melody)

pitch
interval
accidental
tonality
scale
motive
phrase
sequence
nonharmonic tone & passing tone
chromatic structure
serial structure
thematic usage
ear training
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Element to be studied

Related topics

Vertical pitch (harmony)

interval
basic chord structure
progression
cadence
tonality
consonance
dissonance
chromatic chord structure
polychordal structure
serial organization
ear training

Rhythm (duration of sound
and silence)

pulse
unit
simple meter
compound meter
notation
counting
pulse division
unit subdivision
accent
syncopation
ear training

Timbre (quality of sound)

concept of characteristic tone
intonation
tone color of choirs of instruments
blend
balance
orchestration
embouchure
breath support
tonguing
ear,, training

Dynamics (relative loudness
and softness)

symbology
control of degree
intonation vs. dynamics
over blowing
pinching
open sound

Texture (one voice vs.
many voices)

monophonic texture
homophonic texture
polyphonic texture
imitation
counterpoint
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Element to be studied

Related topics

Form (underlying structure)

design
tonal structure
repetition
contrast
symmetry, asymmetry
phrase (antecedent, consequent)
period structure
binary form
ternary form
rondo
arch form
theme & variation
ostinato form
sonata allegro (exposition,
development, recapitulation)
fugue
concerto
free form (symphonic poem,
toccata, prelude)
multiple form (suite, symphony)
analysis procedure

Style (performance practice)

historical style (Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, 20th Century)
articulation (general, historical)
basic articulation (leggiero,
heavy staccato, legato, marcato)
symbology
rubato style
march style
mood

Interpretation (feelingful
performance)

expression symbology and terminology
nature·ef musical expression
(philosophical base}
phrase and line
intensity and release
fermata
✓

Additional topics of importance for all band students
would include instrument care and maintenance as well as
care of music and related equipment.

Topics of particular

interest to those students who accomplish senior level objectives prior to completion of the band program would include conducting, composition, and arranging •

.
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Behavioral Objectives
It is beyond the scope of this paper to indicate
behavioral objectives for each of the elements and topics
listed above.

However, to illustrate the type of behavioral

objectives to be used in implementation of the program, there
follows a brief listing of behavioral objectives for one
element.

These objectives are arranged according to grade

level and are to be considered minimum requirements.
Three-Year Behavioral Objectives:
Horizontal Pitch (Melody)
A.

By the end of the sophomore year the band student will:

1.

be able to verbally indicate the tonality of at least
50% of the pieces being studied, by reference to the
key signature of each piece.

2.

be able to play the concert Major scales of Bb, Eb, F,
Ab, Db, C, and G on his instrument one,octave in quarter
notes slurred at a moderate tempo.

In addition, the

student will be able to play a given chromatic scale one
octave in quarter notes slurred at a moderate tempo.
3.

be able to play the major arpeggios for each of the
scales listed in number 2 above, slurred and tongued
in quarter note rhythm at a moderate tempo.

4.

be able to verbally indicate whether a given melody
moves primarily by steps, skips or repeated notes,
within three hearings of the melody.
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B.

By the end of the juni9r year the band student will:

1.

be able to indicate verbally the tonality of at least
70% of the pieces being studied, by reference to key
signature, and be able to relate each of his choices
to concert•pitch.

2.

by able to play the sophomore year scales plus the

+D: n n iJ

Gb and D scales, two octaves when possible, in the
.following rhythm:

J

D CJ n I J

etc.,

ascending and descending, in various articulations,
from memory.

In addition, the student will be able

to play a given chromatic scale two octaves slurred
in eighth notes at an allegro tempo.
3.

be able to play the major arpeggios for each of the
scales listed in number 2 above, slurred and tongued
in eighth note rhythm at a moderate tempo.

4.

be able to write all of the scales listed in
number 2 above using correct notation of key signature, meter, rhythm and articulation.

5.

be able to explain verbally the terms motive and
phrase, and be able to.locate and play an example
of each from his music.

6.

be able to identify correctly, in writing, eight
out of fifteen intervals played melodically, within
three hearings of each.

Intervals used will include

M3, m3, PS, PS, M2, and unison.
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7.

be able to write with 70% accuracy the correct pitches
of a dictated melody, within three hearings.

The.start-

ing pitch will be identified by the person giving the
dictation • . The melody will be diatonic in nature and
no more than four measures in length.

c.

By the end of the senior year the band student will:

1.

be able to indicate verbally the tonality of at least
85% of the pieces being studied, by reference to key
signature, including major or minor keys, and be able
to relate each of his choices to concert pitch.

2.

be able to play all major scales as described in the
junior requirements, at an allegro tempo.

In addition,

he will be able to play a given chromatic scale two
octaves slurred in sixteenth notes at an allegro tempo.
3.

be able to play all.major arpeggios slurred and tongued
in eighth note rhythm at an allegro tempo.

4.

be able to write all major scales using correct notation
of key signature, meter, rhythm and articulation.
{rhythm and articulation as described in junior year,
objective number 2)

5.

be able to explain verbally the terms:

sequence,

chromatic scale, and non-harmonic tone, and be able
to locate and play examples of each from his music.
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6.

be able to identify correctly, in writing, fifteen out
of twenty intervals played melodically, within three
hearings of each.

'

Intervals used will include the in-

tervals listed in number 6 of the junior requirements
with the addition of the m2, P4, M6, and M7.
7.

be able to write with 80% accuracy the correct pitches
of two dictated melodies, within three hearings of each.
~-The scale upon which each melody is based will be
played and identified prior to the playing of the
melody.

Each melody will be diatonic in nature and

no more than four measures in length.

One of the two

melodies will contain several non-harmonic tones which
the student should correctly identify by use of the
appropriate accidentals.
This list of behavioral objectives for the element of
horizontal pitch (melody) is relatively complete.

However,

it must be noted that in order to apply these objectives
to a specific situation, some modification would have to
take place.

In addition, restructuring of such goals would

result as a natural outgrowth of student and program evaluation.

These goals define the parameters for evaluation,

but do not include methods for evaluating musicianship.
Evaluation
The final phase of program development is evaluation.
In order to determine whether the outcomes of the curriculum
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are being met, the director must examine carefully the product of his teaching.

However, .in a program where music

education is taught as aesthetic education, this may not be
a simple task.

The affective terminal goals, in particular,

are most difficult to measure.

In addition, there is no

definitive way to view the far reaching implications of
any given aesthetic program except, perhaps, by observing
a change in community and parental attitude after several
generations of students have advanced through the program.
Although these items are troublesome to gauge, some indication of program effectiveness in the affective areas can
be obtained prior to the student's graduation.

Largely,

such determinations involve observation of student
attitude and interest as he progresses through three years
of band experience.

Perhaps an informal interview witb,

or written evaluation by, each student would provide some
valuable insight as well.
Assessment of cognitive and psychomotor terminal goals
is somewhat easier to accomplish.

Methods of evaluating

these goals and of evaluating the many phases of musicianship include observation and formal testing via information
examinations, listening examinations, performance scales,
out of class tests and reports, and individual performance
tests.

It is important to realize that understanding of

concepts and development of aesthetic values are the main
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ingredients in a program having aesthetic education as
its base.

All testing, therefore, must focus on these

elements and must not be limited to tests of mere factual
recall.
In addition to providing feedback for upgrading of
the programs, continuous and comprehensive evaluation
plays an important diagnostic role when the results of
SU£~

testing are used to apprise the student of his

strengths and, weaknesses.

The director can then provide

guidance to assist the student in a program of selfimprovement.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The program, as suggested in this report, is not all
inclusive.
brevity.

Much has been left unsaid in the interest of
However, the intent of the program should be well

established.

It can be seen that program development is an

extensive on-going project requiring a great deal of research
and insight.

The average band director, already overburdened

with responsibility, will be hard put to sit down to write
,

a detailed curriculum for his high school band.

Such an

endeavor cannot be totally ignored, however, since without
planning and direction any program is doomed to fail, or at
best, to wander aimlessly.

In the situation where workload

prevents formalized program development, the directorrnust
allow his musicianship curriculum to evolve over a period
of years.

It is a matter of being aware of the desired out-

comes of his program and gradually acquiring the necessary
structure.

By taking the time to write a detailed approach

for several large concepts throughout each year and establishing, at least in his mind, behaviors confirming the
acquisition of these concepts, the director will, in time,
develop a curriculum.

Given an opportunity to refine and

polish as well as revise, he can convert this rough course
of study into a well ordered program of aesthetic import.
37
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